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Technical Articles

The Development of Hard Disk Drive Technology

Yuhong Liang, Ming-Chang Yang

Department of Computer Science and Engineering, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

1 Introduction

Hard disk drives (HDDs) have dominated the storage market for several decades because of its low cost-per-gigabyte
and low bit-error-rate [1]. Although in recent years, solid-state drive (SSDs) have been penetrating into modern
storage market, HDDs are still widely regarded as essential components for building cost-effective and reliable
storage systems, such as data centers [2, 3, 4] and cloud storage [5], in the foreseeable future. Conventional Magnetic
Recording (CMR) [6] is the most common type of track layout for HDDs. As illustrated in Figure 1(a), by introducing
an empty space (i.e., guard space [7]) between any two consecutive tracks, CMR tracks can be written freely in any
order, and each CMR track can be (re)written individually. However, the guard space may inevitably increase the
distance (i.e., track pitch) between any two adjacent CMR tracks and limit the increasing of areal density capability
(ADC) for HDDs. Recently, it has been reported that the CMR track layout has reached the bottleneck in providing
higher areal density because of the superparamagnetic effect (SPE) [8]. To further enable the continued ADC growth
for HDDs, various new magnetic recording technologies have been urgently investigated and proposed [9, 10, 11,
12]. Well known examples are Singled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [11, 7, 13], and Interlaced Magnetic Recording
(IMR) [9].

(a) CMR (b) SMR (c) IMR

Figure 1: Track layouts of CMR, SMR, and IMR technologies.

2 Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) and Its Related Work

Shingled Magnetic Recording (SMR) [11, 7, 13] has drawn the most attention in the past few years, because of its
strength in increasing the areal density with limited changes to the disk makeup [14]. As shown in Figure 1(b), the
data are written into SMR tracks in a sequential fashion with tracks overlapped with the previous one(s), just like
placing shingles on a roof. However, such a shingled design brings not only the narrower track pitch and higher areal
density, but also the sequential-write-constraint [14]. That is, when updating data on any SMR track, the data stored
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in the subsequent SMR track(s) will be overwritten and destroyed. Thus, to avoid losing data of subsequent tracks,
“cascading” track rewrites (as known as read-modify-write (RMW) [15]) are necessary to re-write all the subsequent
tracks containing valid data, even though such strategy may lead to severe “write amplification”1 problem.

To mitigate the write amplification problem for SMR based HDDs, different models of SMR based HDDs are
proposed, such as Drive-Managed SMR (DM-SMR) [13, 7, 17], Host-Managed SMR (HM-SMR) [18, 19], Host-
Aware SMR (HA-SMR) [14, 20]. First, the Drive-Managed (DM) SMR drive model (DM-SMR) was presented as a
traditional block device to cope with the sequential-write-constraint by the SMR drive itself so that the host system
does not have to worry about the SMR characteristics [21]. Later, the Zoned Block Device (ZBC) standard2 [22] is
defined to 1) manage the SMR tracks in the unit of “zones” and 2) let the host system get involved in the storage
management to better preserve the performance predictability of SMR drives. As presented by [13], SMR tracks can
be organized into many “SMR zones” with the guard regions located in the middle of any two consecutive zones,
so that the SMR sequential-write-constraint can be confined to a zone without crossing zone boundaries. According
to the degree of strictness in complying with the sequential-write-constraint, the write pointer zone can be further
classified into 1) sequential-write-required zone and 2) sequential-write-preferred zone. Based on the adoption of
different zone types, SMR drives are further classified into two types. An SMR drive adopting sequential-write-
required zones is referred to as the Host-Managed (HM) SMR drive model (HM-SMR), and the host system is
strictly required to sequentially write data into any sequential-write-required zones of an HM-SMR drive, or an
ILLEGAL_REQUEST will be reported by the drive. On the other hand, an SMR drive composed of sequential-
write-preferred zones is regarded as the Host-Aware (HA) SMR drive model (HA-SMR), which usually incorporates
a hidden Persistent Cache [13, 23] to alleviate the management burdens for the host system on handling the non-
sequential writes.

To leverage the respective strengths of different SMR based HDD models, a good number of solutions are pro-
posed at different software layers. For example, Singled Translation Layer (STL) [13] has been introduced at device-
level. Virtual Persistent Cache [14] presents a driver-level solution. Besides, HiSMRfs [18], CaveatScriptor [19], and
ShingledFS[24] are approaches at file-system-level, while SMRDB[25] is proposed at application level. Although
all of these solutions effectively reduce the write amplification, SMR based HDDs still suffer serious write perfor-
mance degradation, as compared with CMR based HDDs. As a result, in reality, not like CMR based HDDs could
be widely deployed to a variety of computer systems, SMR based HDDs could be only applied to a limited number
of applications or services, such as the archival or backup systems [26].

3 Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) and Its Related Work

More recently, a new type of track layout, namely Interlaced Magnetic Recording (IMR) [9], has been proved for
being capable of achieving 1) higher areal density and 2) much lower write amplification than the SMR track layout,
as combined with the Heat-Assisted Magnetic Recording (HAMR) [27] and Multiple Sensor Magnetic Recording
(MSMR) [28] technologies. To achieve a higher areal density for HDDs, IMR arranges tracks in an “interlaced”
fashion shown in Figure 1(c). However, when updating data to the bottom tracks, valid data stored in the adjacent
top tracks will be interfered and destroyed. Therefore, the read-modify-write (RMW) strategy has to be introduced
to rewrite (at most two) adjacent top tracks. As the example shown in Figure 1(c), when the data stored in track
#2 are updated, the disk needs to 1) read the valid data from its adjacent top tracks (i.e., track #1 and track #3), 2)
perform data updates to track #2, and 3) re-write the two adjacent top tracks. Although the naïve RMW strategy
can avoid data losses, it may inevitably introduce additional track rewrites (i.e., write amplification) and cause write
performance degradation.

To date, only a few studies try to tackle the track rewriting issue of IMR. The first work is the three-phase write
management method proposed by Gao et al [29, 30]. This approach allocates the disk space based on three phases of
space usage. In the first phase, when the space usage is less than the total space of bottom tracks (roughly 0∼ 50%
space usage), data will be only written into the bottom tracks without any track rewriting overhead. After all the

1The write amplification is defined as the ratio between the amount of data written to HDD and the amount of data requested by user [16].
2The Zoned Block Device is introduced by the T10 Technical Committee [22] to standardize the models and command sets to make the

host system get involved in facilitating the zone-based storage media.
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bottom tracks are consumed, the second phase starts to store data into every other top tracks (roughly 50∼ 75% space
usage), while the remaining top tracks are only used to accommodate data in the third phase (roughly 75 ∼ 100%
space usage). That is, during the second phase (resp. to third phase), updating a bottom track will require at most
one (resp. to two) track rewrite(s).

Based on the three-phase write management method, Wu et al. further proposed a new data management design
with two advanced techniques: namely Top-Buffer and Block-Swap [31]. Firstly, this new data management design
manages the data in the unit/size of a logical block (e.g., 4 Kbytes or 8 Kbytes). That is, a block-level mapping table
needs to be maintained to translate the logical block address (LBA) of data to the physical block address (PBA) in
the IMR based HDDs. Secondly, the Top-Buffer technique allocates a few top tracks as write buffer to absorb the
data updates and avoid track rewrites. Besides, when the buffer is full, the Top-Buffer technique proposes to write
a whole track of data blocks from the buffer back to the corresponding track(s) at a time. Thirdly, the Block-Swap
technique swaps the frequently-updated data in the bottom tracks with infrequently-updated data in the top tracks,
when the space usage of the IMR based HDD is nearly full. Notably, for ease of our following discussion, the
frequently-updated data (resp. to infrequently-updated data) will also be referred to as hot data (resp. to cold data).

More recently, Hajkazemi et al. [15] proposed several new mechanisms, such as track flipping, selective track
caching and dynamic track mapping for IMR based HDDs. Different from managing data in block-level [31], these
new write strategies adopt the memory-efficient track-based translation to manage the data in the unit/size of a track
(e.g., 2 Mbytes). Specifically, the track flipping mechanism exchanges the hot data stored in bottom tracks with the
data stored in its adjacent top tracks; the selective track caching mechanism redirects the “hottest” data of tracks to
a reserved disk region (much like the persistent cache in an SMR based HDD [13]), which is composed of k bottom
tracks; while the dynamic track mapping mechanism further exchanges the hot data of bottom tracks with the cold
data of top tracks within a predefined range of tracks (called a band). Moreover, based on the description in [15],
these mechanisms should be triggered in a periodical way.

4 Conclusion

The past decades have witnessed the tremendous success of Conventional Magnetic Recording (CMR) based Hard
Disk Drives (HDDs) in data storage. To eliminate the bottleneck of CMR based HDDs in providing higher areal den-
sity, the emerging Shingled Magnetic Recording technology (SMR) and Interlaced Magnetic Recording technology
(IMR) are capable of achieving higher areal density for HDDs with limited changes to disk makeup. Nevertheless,
both SMR and IMR based HDDs may suffer write amplification problem brought from the special track layouts of
SMR and IMR. To date, a number of studies have been proposed to mitigate the write amplification problem for both
SMR based HDDs and IMR based HDDs.
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Abstract

Conversion-level power electronic devices are the key elements of a low-carbon-emitting world. This is mainly
due to their role in integrating renewable sources of energy with the existing power transmission and distribution
networks. However, reliability of such devices may be dented by the presence of an insecure cyber layer. An
attacker can take advantage of the vulnerabilities in sensing and control layers to launch cyber attacks that can
manipulate the working of large cyber-physical power electronic systems. This article presents an overview of
such systems and gives an insight into how the cyber layer can be hijacked by attackers. Further, a detailed analysis
of various physics-informed attack detection and mitigation strategies has been provided. Finally, a future course
of action has been laid out towards the end of the article.

1 Introduction
Decarbonisation has been stressed upon as a key objective to be fulfilled in order to achieve the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [1]. As more countries strive to reduce their carbon footprint, renewable
sources of energy come forth as a promising alternative to conventional fossil fuel-based power plants [2, 3]. Power
electronics play a major role in aiding power conversion to facilitate energy exchange between renewables and
the grid. Power electronics also enable power conversion for proper storage of energy which is essential as some
renewables may not be able to generate sufficient power at all hours of the day [3]. Storage of excess energy allows
its use during hours of peak demand. Thus, an increased share of renewables in the global energy market will also
demand a proportionate increase in the share of power electronics in modern power systems.

Modern power electronics are cyber-physical systems which require continuous exchange of data for proper
operation. Use of information and communication technologies (ICT) to enable better controllability of power elec-
tronics presents a duality as they also serve as portals using which intelligent hackers armed with the right tools and
knowledge, can forcefully manipulate the system. This manipulation can be done in a multitude of ways including
but not limited to, malware injection, data manipulation and denial of service. Consequences of such manipulations
may range from mild to severe based on the target location and magnitude of attack. Extreme effects of such attacks
can also result in prolonged power outages affecting millions of people and causing huge economic losses.

Possibility of such devastating consequences has motivated numerous attempts by researchers to develop mech-
anisms for detection and mitigation of cyber attacks in real-time. This article aims to contribute to the existing pool
of research in three ways. First, it presents an overview of the architecture of cyber-physical power electronic sys-
tems focusing on ways in which the cyber layer can be hacked. Second, it analyses some latest physics-informed
attack detection as well as mitigation techniques. A comparison of such strategies is important in order to gauge
their efficacy on the basis of a common, standardized set of criteria. Third, this article also charts a possible plan of
action for future researchers who choose to work in this domain.

2 General Architecture and Cyber Security
Power electronics are responsible for a number of functions including voltage regulation, frequency control and
regulation of load sharing in a multi-source power system. Need for better monitoring, quick diagnosis and robust
controllability has transformed power electronic systems into cyber-physical systems which require efficient data
exchange networks for effective operation. These data exchange networks are responsible for communicating sensor
inputs to the controllers that in turn, issue commands to regulate working of the physical devices. These networks
also facilitate communication to enable synchronization among multiple converters. The architecture of a typical
power-electronics dependent power system is shown in Figure 2. The system can be compared to the human body
with the cyber layer acting as the brain that receives sensory inputs and controls the physical layer. This analogy
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Figure 1: Architecture of a typical cyber-physical power electronics-dependent power system.

marks the position of the cyber layer as the most vital organ in a cyber-physical system. A breached cyber layer can be
exploited to create voltage and frequency instability in the system which may even lead to blackouts. Manipulations
targeting power converters may also be aimed towards affecting load sharing among multiple sources in a power
system to disrupt optimal scheduling.

As shown in Figure 2, an attacker attempts to manipulate the cyber layer in three ways: (1) Sensor Manipulation,
(2) Controller Manipulation and (3) Communication Network Manipulation. Sensor manipulation usually requires
physical access to the sensors to enable tampering. However, Internet-of-Things (IoT)-enabled sensors can also
be remotely hijacked. A malfunctioning sensor may lead to incorrect measurements that are further processed by
controllers to generate erroneous commands. Controller manipulation is usually done through injection of malware
into the host computer. Malware like Trojan can enable unauthorized remote accessibility of the host computer
and hence, the associated controller. Communication network manipulation generally refers to manipulation of data
flowing through the network. Manipulation of data stream through false data injection, replay attack and denial-of-
service attack will lead to fraudulent inputs that will trick the controller into producing erroneous command signals.
There are basically two ways to manipulate the communication network. The first technique involves injection
of a remote controlled alien device into the network hardware consisting of transmitters, receivers and repeaters.
The second technique is only applicable to wireless communication networks. It involves the use of sophisticated
software like network analyzer tools to monitor wireless traffic and alter its contents. The next section presents a
discussion on some of the latest cyber-breach detection and attack mitigation techniques to gauge their effectiveness
on the basis of a standard evaluation scale.

3 Physics-Informed Attack Detection and Mitigation
Over the last decade, the research community has proposed numerous attack detection and mitigation strategies to
secure cyber-physical systems. As shown in Figure 3, all such strategies can be broadly classified into two types:
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data-driven and physics-informed approaches. Data-driven techniques extract data from the system and scrutinise
it to detect abnormalities. This scrutiny generally involves examination of present datasets on the basis of past
reference datasets. These techniques are often unreliable due to the possibility of data-based errors. Moreover, an in-
telligent hacker will always try to manipulate the past reference data to mask the attack. Hence, data-driven detection
strategies are not preferable in a cyber-physical system. On the other hand, physics-informed techniques use their
sensitivity to physical violations for detection of cyber attacks on the system. These methods do not depend on data
verification and hence, are immune to data-based errors. This section presents a discussion on such physics-informed
strategies by analysing them on the basis of features and functions of an ideal detection-cum-mitigation strategy as
shown in Figure 4.

A strategy to detect malicious intrusions aiming to disturb the load sharing among sources in an AC microgrid
has been mentioned in [4]. The strategy also classifies the manipulation attempts into fault attacks and random
attacks. The proposed mitigation strategy eliminates any possible error in the optimal economic dispatch due to fault
attacks by generating an update control signal and removes effects of random attacks by using local measurements
from the pre-attack time period to estimate the incremental cost ensuring continuation of optimal operation.

Zhou et al. [5] has used a switching frequency-based mechanism to detect cyber attacks on communication links
and controllers of a multi-source islanded microgrid. After detection, a mitigation strategy isolates the breached unit
from the communication network topology to eliminate chances of attack propagation. In [6], cyber attacks on the
communication network feeding inputs to the local controllers of Distributed Generators (DGs) in an autonomous
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AC microgrid have been detected through sensing of alteration in encryption and time stamps. After detection, a Link
Error Counter assigned to each communication link is used to identify the attacked unit(s). A positive counter value
triggers the mitigation process which reconfigures the secondary controller so as to authorize an alternate network
topology and eliminate system dependency on the attacked frequency, real power or reactive power signal(s). This
mechanism has a case-dependent resilience capability based on the number of DGs and links in the network and it
exerts a medium computational burden on the system. A limitation of the proposed methods in [5] and [6] is their
inability to detect or mitigate sensor manipulations.

Sahoo et al. [7] presents an event-driven mechanism to detect and mitigate cyber attacks in distributed AC micro-
grids. The proposed mechanism uses an asynchrony index-based metric to detect the presence of alien inputs in the
frequency control signal. After detection, an authentication label is generated for the attacked agent which triggers
the mitigation mechanism. The attacked signal is then reconstructed to support system dependency. A noteworthy
feature of this technique is its high resiliency (N-1). This technique exerts a significantly low computational burden
on the system due to the absence of complex mathematical operations. A similar event-driven strategy with high
resiliency and low computational burden has been proposed in [8] to detect and mitigate attacks in DC microgrids.
The proposed strategy is sensitive to stealth attacks designed to alter voltage and current signals. It uses a detection
threshold to identify an attacked signal and mitigates any possible effects of manipulation by reconstructing trust-
worthy inputs to replace the attacked signals. A technique to detect and mitigate man-in-the-middle attacks targeting
the communication links of a distributed DC microgrid has been presented in [9]. The detection mechanism uses
a set of metrics to detect foreign elements in measurement data. Post-detection, the attacked unit is identified and
a multilayer paradigm is used to extract a trustworthy version of the compromised measurement signal in order to
mitigate possible effects of the cyber attack.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
This article provides an overview of cyber-physical power electronic systems especially focusing on elements which
an attacker tries to hijack in order to manipulate the system i.e., sensors, communication networks and controllers.
Significance of the role played by these elements to preserve system stability has been mentioned. A comparison
has been drawn between data-driven and physics-informed approaches for cyber attack detection and mitigation to
demonstrate the latter’s superiority over the former. An analysis of some detection and mitigation strategies has been
discussed on the basis of desirable features in an ideal strategy. Future work in this domain should aim to design
detection-cum-mitigation strategies with high resilience capability and which exert only minor computational burden
on the system. Future research should also strive to reduce the attack detection time and ensure quick mitigation.
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Abstract

The development of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) has been significantly empowered by cloud computing,
i.e., gaining more computing capabilities from the cloud hardware infrastructures to process and visualize big
data. This process also greatly accelerates compute-intensive and distributed applications. With the emerging
cloud-computing development, FPGAs are being integrated with cloud servers for higher performance. Within
cloud-FPGAs, multiple users can share the hardware FPGA resources to execute their own applications, which
unfortunately incurs security concerns. It has been demonstrated that the capacitive crosstalk between FPGA
long-wires can be a side-channel to extract secret information, giving adversaries the opportunity to implement
crosstalk-based side-channel attacks. This work proposes a defense framework leveraging proper placement, rout-
ing, and obfuscation on FPGA resources to mitigate the secret leakage on long-wires. As a user-friendly defense
strategy, this framework focuses on protecting the security-sensitive instances meanwhile possessing good com-
patibility with current development tools, such as ISE and Vivado.

1 Introduction
Due to the high computing-capability requirements in modern applications, accelerators such as Field Programmable
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are raised for large-scale parallel computation. As the in-real-time reaction demand is emerg-
ing and the application of artificial intelligence is making the high computing-capability urgent, FPGAs have been
adopted for specifically massive computing or integrated into various platforms for performance acceleration [1]
[2]. This implementation is quite suitable to Cyber-Physical System (CPS) with consideration of multiple aspects
including performance, security, flexibility, and etc [3]. Besides, enabling FPGA on cloud [4] and realizing FPGA
virtualization [5] are researched in recent years as well. Motivated by the market growth of cloud service, signifi-
cant research and engineering efforts from various communities have been invested in advancing the performance
of cloud-FPGAs, such as virtualizing the FPGA hardware resources for multiple users in parallel [5]. Combining
with the advantages of the cloud-computing, several works have been explored on the Cloud-based CPS [6] [7].
Although the utilization of cloud-FPGA can significantly improve the performance and hardware utilization effi-
ciency, security issue is also a critical consideration in CPS. For example, some recent works have demonstrated
that the capacitive crosstalk between the long-wires on an FPGA chip can be used as a new side-channel to extract
secret information [8, 9]. We assume two close parallel long-wires are receiver and transmitter, between which
the equivalent capacitance cannot be neglected because of the short distance between wires in nowadays advanced
FPGAs. It is shown that if the logic state on the transmitter is logic 0 and the receiver is transmitting a rising edge,
it will take longer to make rising edge reach to the end of the receiver, compared to the case that the transmitter is
carrying logic 1[10]. Then the attacker can utilize this deviation to infer the state of the transmitter by measuring the
propagation delay on the receiver. This phenomenon has been validated with various commodity FPGAs including
Virtex-5, Virtex-6, and Artix-7 from Xilinx, as well as Cyclone-IV E, Cyclone-IV GX, and Stratix-V GX from Intel.

In response to this vulnerability, we propose a defense framework to mitigate the secret leakage on the long-wires
in cloud-FPGAs. This framework optimizes the placement, routing, and leveraging obfuscation of security-sensitive
FPGA components to eliminate the side-channel leakage caused by the crosstalk. It can prioritize placing and routing
high-security components in the central area of design against other components and users, ensuring the security-
sensitive wires will not be routed adjacently with possible malicious wires within other modules. Also, the long-wires
are avoided to be used, so that the capacitive crosstalk can also be reduced between wires.

2 Defense Framework
We present the proposed defense framework in this section. The key idea of this framework is to eliminate the usage
of long-wires and make the security-sensitive components wrapped in the central of the design implementations, so
that the adjacent wires of these components are occupied by other insensitive resources in the same module while not
being routed by external malicious modules. The schematic of the defense framework is shown in Fig. 1. The netlist
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of targeted design and the sensitive net keywords are fed in the isolation algorithm, which will derive a constraint
file with the placing arrangement. The automatic isolation will extract the components in the netlist as resource
list and connection list, respectively. The sensitive keywords, representing the sensitive nets, are given
by the designer as well for the automatic isolation to generate the hierarchical Physical Blocks (Pblocks) as the
placing arrangement. Added with the long-wire obfuscation protecting those long-wires that cannot be eliminated,
the constraint file is loaded in the design tools to guide the implementation against the long-wire information leakage.
One great advantage of this defense framework is that it only requires the netlist of the design module, targeting the
post-synthesis process. Hence, it keeps the majority privacy of the design by not requiring the configuration details
of every Look-Up Tables (LUTs).
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Figure 1: The defense framework schematic.

2.1 Automatic Isolation Algorithm

The automatic isolation algorithm can ensure that the long-wires are not utilized within the security-sensitive compo-
nents, by placing them closely in the central area of the entire module. Further, central security-sensitive components
will be wrapped with other insensitive components, in order to prevent other parts and tenants from placing instances
and wires near them. To implement this algorithm, users only need to provide the netlist and the sensitive keyword
for instance search.

The netlist is given as the Electronic Design Interchange Format (EDIF) file. Then, two primitive lists (resource
list and connection list) are generated from the netlist. The resource list includes standard instances
like LUT, DFF, and shift-register, which are used to estimate the usage of hardware resources. The connection
list includes all net names and the connection between instances. Assuming the automatic isolation algorithm
identifies m security-sensitive instances with n security keywords, we create a m×m weight matrix (WM), where
the numbers stored denote the overall connections between any two critical instances, to evaluate the security-levels
of different instances. Specifically, if the ith row and jth column of WM is 1, we can derive that there is a security-
sensitive net connected between these two instances; the weight values for insensitive or unconnected instances are
assigned as 0. The WM generation algorithm is shown in Alg. 1. The weight value for the jth instance will be for-
mulated by scanning all the n sensitive net keywords and summing the numbers in the row of WM. At the end of
the automatic isolation algorithm, we return the Weight of the m critical instances: W = {w1,w2, ...,wm}, where w j

is the weight value for the jth instance. We state that one instance is more security-sensitive if it is connected with
more sensitive-nets, i.e. having a larger weight value.

The security-sensitive instances are sorted based on their weight values from high to low, and this ranking
information is used to build a hierarchy for the placement and routing of the sensitive instances. We divide the
hierarchy into s levels (s = 5 in our case) and put the most security-sensitive components (i.e. ones with highest
weight values) in the central level, while the most insensitive components are placed in the outermost levels. Then,
we spirally place the s levels in Pblocks, where the most central level will be in the center of the arrangement,
wrapped by the outer less critical levels. When we do the spiral placement and routing, we first estimate the overhead
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Algorithm 1 Calculate the weight for m critical instances: W = {w1,w2, ...wm}
Require: An all-zero weight matrix (WM) of dimension m×m
Require: n critical net names {net1,net2, ..netn}
Ensure: Weight of the m critical instances: W = {w1,w2, ...wm}

1: for (i∈ 1,2,3, ...n) do
2: Pi← connection-ship between m instances via neti
3: for (j∈ 1,2,3, ...m) do
4: for (k∈ 1,2,3, ...m) do
5: if wm jk ∈ Pi then
6: wm jk = wm jk +1
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for

10: end for
11: for (j∈ 1,2,3, ...m) do
12: w j = ∑

m
l=1wm jl

13: end for
14: Return W

of each level. We assume the instances are placed in squared Pblocks, so that the starting point and endpoint of each
security level can be easily determined for the Pblock constraints.

2.2 Long-Wire Obfuscation

Besides the general sensitive instances, like LUT and DFF, various data or communication interfaces and modules
are commonly used in the FPGA implementations. Since these communication instances usually connect the module
to external I/O ports on FPGA with a long-distance, they must utilize long-wires to transmit data, making secret
information leakage possible as well. These long-wires cannot be eliminated because the peripheral I/O ports are
fixed, which cannot be wrapped in the central area of Pblocks. To mitigate this vulnerability, we propose another
method: long-wire obfuscation to reduce the crosstalk-based side-channel leakage on such interfaces. For an interface
instantiated with long-wires, the long-wire obfuscation method will add obfuscation to adjacent long-wires of the
communication interface. Specifically, the two long-wires on its left and right sides are occupied with obfuscation
long-wires, transmitting constant logic(0/1) or random noise.

3 Experimental Validation
We validate the proposed defense framework using the open-source AES design [11] on a Xilinx Artix-7 FPGA,
while implementing the design on both ISE 14.7 and Vivado 2018.3. For analyzing the defense framework more
specifically, we evaluate the automatic isolation algorithm and long-wire obfuscation individually.

We first validate the automatic isolation algorithm on this AES design. In our validation, we mark the inputs of S-
box (with net keyword “sr_out”) as sensitive and applied the automatic isolation algorithm. The isolation algorithm
mark 34 instances as security-sensitive that can affect the S-Box inputs. Following the flow in Fig. 1, these security-
sensitive instances (marked with red) are placed and routed in the central region of the entire AES implementation,
as shown in Fig.2. Since other hardware components in the AES design surrounds the sensitive instances, therefore,
it is infeasible for other tenants to approach and attack them via crosstalk.

Then, the long-wire obfuscation method is evaluated based on the AES design. To explicitly show the obfuscation
method, we fine-tune the I/O structure by building UART to transfer data rather than storing them in Block RAMs
at first. We use UART as the interface of the AES implementation, through which the secret information (i.e., key
or plaintext) is transmitted. We occupy the adjacent long-wires (i.e., the left-side and right-side long-wires) of the
UART_RX interface, transmitting the constant logic 1, logic 0, or random signals through these two adjacent long-
wires. The experimental results for using different obfuscation methods are shown in Tab. 1. Without any protection,
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Sensitive nets (keyword: “sr_out”)

Sensitive instances placed region

Whole design

Long-wire UART_RX

& UART_TX

System clock long-wire

Figure 2: Experimental results for automatic isolation algorithm. The security-sensitive instances connected with
sensitive net keyword “sr_out” are placed in the central region, while the rest insensitive instance are placed in the
outer area.

Protection method
Prediction rate

Secret Obfuscation logic
No protection 81.7% X

Long-wire
obfuscation

0 50.2% 50.3%
1 50.45% 51.05%

Random 50.45% 83.2%

Table 1: The experimental results for different long-wire obfuscation methods.

81.7% of the samples can be correctly predicted. When the security-sensitive long-wire, UART_RX, is protected
by obfuscation long-wires, the prediction rate of secret information is reduced to ∼ 50%, which is quite close to
the random guess. Interestingly, the side-channel leakage from crosstalk achieves a good prediction rate (83.2%) on
the random obfuscation-wires. However, this randomly generated signal does not leak any secret information to the
tenants.

4 Conclusion
While more implementations, such as Cyber-Physical System, are applied in cloud accelerators, the security issue in
the cloud server is getting attention. In this work, we target a long-wire-based vulnerability found on cloud-FPGA
and present a hardware defense framework against the side-channel information leakage leveraging long-wire capac-
itive crosstalk. The defense framework is composed of two algorithms: (1) the automatic isolation algorithm that can
automatically identify and place the most security-sensitive components in the central area of the targeted design to
protect them from eavesdropping by adjacent long-wires, and (2) the long-wire obfuscation method that can protect
the communication interfaces with long-wires not-able-to be eliminated by isolation algorithm. We implemented and
validated the performance of this defense framework with an Artix-7 FPGA. The experimental results validate the
feasibility of these two methods, which significantly reduce the information leakage while protecting the sensitive
nets. As a developer-friendly defense framework, it only needs the netlist of the targeted design so that cooperating
with various FPGA development tools like ISE and Vivado.
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Abstract

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles(UAVs) are attaining more and more maneuverability and sensory ability as a
promising teleoperation platform for intelligent interaction with the environments. This work presents a novel
5-degree-of-freedom (DoF) unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) cyber-physical system for aerial manipulation. This
UAV’s body is capable of exerting powerful propulsion force in the longitudinal direction, decoupling the trans-
lational dynamics and the rotational dynamics on the longitudinal plane. A high-level impedance control law is
proposed to drive the vehicle for trajectory tracking and interaction with the environments. In addition, a vision-
based real-time target identification and tracking method integrating a YOLO v3 real-time object detector with
feature tracking, and morphological operations is proposed to be implemented onboard the vehicle with support of
model compression techniques to eliminate latency caused by video wireless transmission and heavy computation
burden on traditional teleoperation platforms.

1 Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are maturing as a multi-disciplinary technology platform, their inherent aerial
capabilities have been further developed and augmented, along with the advancement of powerful and robust percep-
tion techniques for aerial vehicles, UAVs are surpassing the traditional role as passive aerial observation platforms
and able to actively interact with the environments to address aerial manipulation tasks in hard-to-reach or dan-
gerous places. The tasks currently solved by aerial manipulators range from grasping [1], fetching [2], writing,
peg-in-hole [3], to transporting arbitrary objects. However, all of these tasks are at an entry level and require only
very basic tracking and interaction between UAV and the environments.

Real engineering problems in the daily life often involve sophisticated motion, contact and force control, also
real-time precision target identification and tracking for environment perception. But most of these issues still re-
main hardly achievable under the traditional design, sensing and control of UAV systems, for example: inspection
and failure detection of infrastructure like bridges or manufacturing plants, physical interactions through tools like
grinding, welding, drilling, for construction projects or maintenance tasks in dangerous or harmful places [4].

In the aspect of aerial maneuverability, independent forces and torques must be exerted in certain degrees of
freedom(DoF) to the environments to achieve a successful aerial manipulation operation, while the rest of DoFs
of the end-effector of an aerial teleoperation platform should be accurately position-controlled [5]. However, tradi-
tional quadcopters are highly underactuated [6, 7], which means the translational motions on the horizontal plane
are tightly coupled with rotational motions. Therefore, accurate position-level control and forces/torques control
are impossible to be implemented simultaneously. In comparison to the traditional multirotor approaches, we can
resolve the underactuation issue by proposing a novel tilting-rotor multirotor with an elegant and concise structure
design, which is capable of generating 5-DoF thrust forces and torques, and completely avoiding inefficient force
cancellation between rotors.

For the target identification and tracking of UAVs navigating in a large open space, a target detection-tracking
approach has to be followed. Early solutions to object detection tasks depended on traditional machine learning
methods, i.e., feature-based manual methods. The difficulty with the traditional approaches is that it is necessary
to choose which features are important in each given image. As the number of classes to classify increases, feature
extraction becomes more and more cumbersome [8]. Moreover, most of them are verified in low and medium density
images and they usually need to be changed according to the specific situations [9], thus not suitable for applica-
tions in unstructured environments where illumination variations, partial occlusions, background clutter and shape
deformation would occur. A deep learning model is trained based on the given data, and can automatically work out
the most descriptive and salient features with respect to each specific class of object [10]. It has been demonstrated
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Figure 1: Prototype of the novel UAV cyber-physical system built in the Assistive and Intelligent Robotics Laboratory
at NJIT: image stream from eye-in-hand camera is fed into the vision-based target identification and tracking module;
target position and orientation are sent to the impedance control law for motion/force control.

that in many object detection applications, deep learning performs far better than traditional algorithms [11]. In this
work, an onboard vision-based real-time guidance scheme is developed by dividing the identification and tracking
problem into three parts: 1)Detect a target with a real-time YOLO v3 object detector, 2)2D transformation tracking
using KLT tracker, 3)Extract position of the point of interest with morphological image processing method.

2 System Architecture And Mechanical Design
This section is to demonstrate the architecture and mechanical design of the developed tilting-rotor UAV, further-
more, to clarify the ability of independent forces/torques control, and independent position control in a mechanical
design view. In addition, advantages of the UAV design are elaborated compared with previous aerial teleoperation
platforms.

To perform aerial manipulation with traditional coplanar multirotors like quadcopter, hexacopter, and octocopter,
aerial robots are equipped with a n-DoF robtic arm [12]. However, this solution comes with severe drawbacks.
Firstly, a robotic arm strongly decreases the payload and flight time of an aerial vehicle due to its weight. Secondly,
the system is much more complex mechanically, thus, it requires more maintenance and repairing efforts. Besides,
lateral/longitudinal forces in body frame, which cannot be provided by the aerial platform itself, have to be generated
through the dynamical/inertial coupling between the arm and the aerial robot, which is extremely hard to achieve in
real-world conditions.

To solve both the underactuation problem and issues associated with robotic arms at once, many researchers have
developed multirotor UAVs with fully-actuated aerial mobility. These designs use more than 6 rotors facing different
directions [3], or include one/two extra servomotor for each rotor [13], to achieve 6-DoF actuation. However, the
inclusion of a large number of motors or servo parts makes the designs mechanically more complicated, heavier, and
the inefficient internal force cancellation can hardly be avoided [14].

The novel tilting-rotor multirotor UAV introduced in this work employees only two additional servomotors
compared to traditional quadcopters, to actuate the two pairs of rotors on the vehicle. Specifically, the two pairs of
rotors are mounted on two independently-actuated arms placed at both sides of the vehicle in an “H” configuration,
as shown in Figure 1. Each arm is driven by a single servomotor, and carries two rotors on its two ends. Hence, the
5-DoF forces and torques can be generated by tilting the two arms.

3 Motion/Force Control And Real-time Target Tracking
This section presents the motion/force controller for position tracking and contact force regulation and the vision-
based target identification and tracking system, these two modules are integrated together on the proposed UAV
cyber-physical system for performing precision aerial manipulation tasks in unstructured environments, as shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: An overview of the UAV aerial manipulation system: the target identification and tracking algorithm is
running onboard on the Jetson nano micro-controller to capture the target position and orientation in real-time; the
dual-level impedance control algorithm is running on the PX4 flight controller at 300Hz.

3.1 Motion/Force Control.

A dual-level cascaded control architecture is deployed for flight control. The low-level attitude controller uses a
PID controller to generate updates of the required body-frame torques τb to accurately regulate the attitude angles,
while a selective impedance controller is implemented at high level to indirectly regulate the contact force with
environments Fb

p and track the target position captured by the vision-based target identification and tracking module.
Finally, the five body-frame force and torque inputs will be used to generate the propeller thrust force commands
and the tilt angle values to be fed into the rotors and servos respectively. In the fact that the PID control method has
been widely applied to various commercial UAVs for the low-level attitude regulation, and has been developed as a
standard approach with guaranteed stability and robustness verified in real-world applications, this work will focus
on the introduction of high-level impedance controller for motion/force control of the proposed novel UAV.

Firstly, the total thrust force generated by the vehicle can be expressed in body frame as Fb
p = [0 Fb

py Fb
pz]

T .
Defining F1, F2, F3, F4 as the absolute values of the thrust forces of the four propellers and α , β as the front and rear
tilting angles, the Fb

py and Fb
pz can be expressed as:

Fb
py = (F1 +F4)Sα +(F2 +F3)Sβ ,

Fb
pz = (F1 +F4)Cα +(F2 +F3)Cβ .

(1)

In the same way, the total torque is expressed as τb =
[
τb

x τb
y τb

z
]T . Defining l1 as the half distance between

the two rotors on each tilting axis, l2 as the half distance between the two tilting axes, the components of τb
p can be

expressed in body frame as

τb
x = (F1 +F4)l2Cα − (F2 +F3)l2Cβ ,

τb
y = (F1−F4)(Cα l1 +Sαk)+(F2−F3)(Cβ l1−Sβ k),

τb
z = (F4−F1)(Sα l1−Cαk)+(F3−F2)(Sβ l1 +Cβ k).

(2)

It’s defined that λ t = [xt yt zt ]T is the coordinate vector of vehicle’s position Ob expressed in the target frame
whose origin coincides with the target point and Zt axis is perpendicular to the workpiece surface.

According to the Newton–Euler equations, differentiating λ t twice, yields the following translation dynamic
model

Mλ̈
t = F t

p +F t
g +F t

c , (3)

where F t
p, F t

g , F t
c are the total thrust force, gravity force, and contact force represented in target frame, respectively.
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The selective impedance controller is designed as

F t
p =−F t

g −F t
c +Mλ̈

t
d−Cėt

λ
−Ket

λ
, (4)

where et
λ
= λ t−λ t

d is the position tracking error in target frame, λ t
d is the desired position, C = diag(Cx,Cy,Cz) and

K = diag(Kx,Ky,Kz) are diagonal matrices consisting of all the virtual damping and spring parameters along X t , Y t ,
Zt . With the proposed impedance controller design, the following impedance model relating the position tracking
error to the contact force can be derived:

Mët
λ
+Cėt

λ
+Ket

λ
= F t

c . (5)

The damping and spring parameters for different axes can be tuned according to the desired hybrid motion/force
control objective.

After obtaining the target frame thrust force F t
p, the body frame thrust force can be calculated as Fb

p = Rb
t F t

p,
then Fb

py, Fb
pz can be derived directly. Finally, by setting α = β and solving the five equations in (1) and (2), the four

individual rotor thrust forces and the tilt angle can be obtained.

3.2 Real-time Target Tracking.

A Deep Neutral Network (DNN) Based Objection Detection.

The most important task for the UAV target tracking mission is real-time object detection. The DNN-based object
detection models are first trained on labeled images and are then used to predict the targets’ bounding box and clas-
sification. The state-of-the-art DNN based object detection models can be divided into two classes: region proposal
network (RPN) based detection method and single-stage detection method.

RPN based detection method. The RPN-based detection method requires one stage to extract the region of in-
terest (RoI), and another stage to predict the classification result and bounding box. The famous RPN based methods
include SPP network [15], R-CNN [16] and its’ variant Faster R-CNN [17]. Although the R-CNN gains significant
improvement in its’ performance in recent years, its’ inference speed is still limited by the high computation burden
of the region proposal stage. Thus, R-CNN not suitable for the UAV’s real-time detection application.

Single stage detection method. The single-stage detection eliminates the need for the region proposal stage
and proposes an end-to-end structure to predict bounding boxes and class probabilities by a single evaluation step.
The typical single-stage detection networks include the You Only Look Once (YOLO) [18] network and it’s variants
YOLOv2 [19], YOLOv3 [20], and YOLOv4 [21]. The variants of YOLO have improvement on both parameter
size and prediction accuracy. Single-Short MultiBox Detector (SSD) [22] is another type of single-stage detection
method. It features its’ high prediction speed, but it has lower accuracy and is limited to a fixed number of bounding
boxes. The challenge of single-stage detection lies in improving the inference speed while retaining good accuracy.
For our UAV real-time objection detection application, YOLO and its’ variants are more suitable than other DNNs.

B Inference Acceleration for Real-time Detection.

In order to achieve accelerating the DNN inference speed, model compression techniques are adopted to reduce the
DNN model’s parameter size. The major model compression techniques include weight pruning [23] and weight
quantization [24]. There are unstructured pruning methods and structured pruning methods for the weight pruning
technique. The unstructured pruning technique [25] prunes out the weight matrix in an irregular pattern and can
achieve a higher compression ratio without much accuracy loss. However, due to its irregular memory access pat-
tern, the unstructured pruning can hardly be accelerated on most of the hardware platforms. The structured pruning
technique [26, 27, 28] constrains the weight matrix to be pruned in a structured and hardware-friendly pattern. For
example, block-circulant matrices [24, 29, 30] can be used for weight representation after pruning. The structured
pruning-based hardware implementation achieves better performance due to the higher parallelism achievable by
regular memory access patterns and reduced computation burden.

For most of the objection detection tasks, the convolution layer is the central part of the networks. Fast Winograd
algorithm and fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm can be used to accelerate the convolution operations and can
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also accelerate the CNN models with small filters [31]. For example, 3×3 convolution layers make up 83% of the
YOLOv4’s weights and 81% of the YOLOv4’s computations. Those algorithms bring the computation complexity
of convolution operation down from O(n2) to O(nlogn).

In order to reduce the communication latency and data transferring latency for UAV applications, object detection
tasks need to be deployed on the onboard acceleration platform. Researchers are using the NVIDIA Jetson TX series
embedded GPU platform to accelerate YOLO architecture for real-time object detection [32, 33, 34], and a 20 FPS
detection speed is achieved in [34]. FPGA platform also gains popularity on edge computing application, [35] im-
plemented YOLO network on Xilinx ADM-7V3 FPGA and achieved a 314.2 FPS detection speed. Simultaneously,
the energy efficiency is seven times higher than that of the Jetson TX2 platform.

4 Conclusion
While UAVs have demonstrated great potential to be employed as teleoperation paltforms for aerial manipulation, the
underactuation nature of traditional multirotors, and the latency caused by data transferring and heavy computation
burden on traditional aerial teleoperation platforms still hinder the application of UAVs in aerial manipulation. To
overcome these problems, we proposed a novel tilting-rotor UAV to cope with the underactuation issue, and an
onboard real-time target identification and tracking approach to eliminate latency in the system. Based on the 5-DoF
tilting-rotor UAV, a selective impedance control law is designed for motion/force control, which enables the UAV
to track the target object whose position and orientation are captured by the onboard vision-based identification and
tracking module, and to regulate contact forces between the end-effector and the environments.
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Abstract

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are composed of the cyber components, such as sensing and information exchange
infrastructures, and the physical components, such as actuation mechanisms and the plant, both of which are
tightly integrated with each other. Owing to the advent of the internet-of-things and the advances in data science,
CPS are ubiquitous in critical infrastructures such as smart energy systems, smart cities, automotive systems,
medical prosthetic, and wearable devices. One of the objectives of a cyber-physical control system involves effi-
ciently handling computational and communication constraints associated with the cyber components to reduce
operational costs of the CPS. In this work, we present a resource aware optimal control scheme for efficiently con-
trolling a CPS in a resource constrained setting. Specifically, we consider the problem of saving computational
and communication resources when time-varying delays, packet losses, and bandwidth limitations are introduced
via the cyber components of a CPS, which may jeopardize the stability of the physical system. To this end,
we present a stochastic optimal regulator using adaptive dynamic programming and Q-learning techniques with
event-sampled state and input vector. We design the tuning laws to update the parameters of the Q-function at
the event-sampling instants and the events to adaptively determine the sampling and transmission instants. We
show that the designed (events) sampling conditions not only warrant system stability but also save communi-
cation costs and facilitates the convergence of the Q-function parameters. We derive sufficient conditions that
ensure asymptotic stability in the mean of the closed-loop system and demonstrate that the inter-sample times are
non-trivial. Finally, we include numerical examples to substantiate the analytical design.

1 Introduction
Cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1] are composed of tightly integrated cyber and physical system components form-
ing a sophisticated large-scale dynamic infrastructure. The rapid growth in CPS, seen in recent years, is triggered by
the massive reduction in the need for hard wired connections between different components of a large-scale plant
and the advances in communication and data sciences, making it more flexible for building distributed architectures.
Common examples of such CPS include power transmission and distribution networks, water networks, large-scale
robotic systems, underwater networks for oceanographic data collection, offshore exploration, disaster prevention,
smart city and grid, and tactical surveillance systems. While offering flexibility, the CPS introduces various chal-
lenges, especially in ensuring its operability, efficiency and security, due to its many interconnected dynamical
components. For example, the communication network in a CPS architecture have inherent constraints or imperfec-
tions, which introduces delays, packet losses, and link failure with bandwidth limitations. These network artifacts
then propagate and affect the performance of the physical system components of the CPS. Hence, from a control-
theoretical viewpoint, development of advanced feedback control approaches to retain the stability of the closed-loop
system [2] along with optimal performance in the presence of such challenges is crucial. In the recent past, an ample
amount of research has been carried out for studying the stability of networked control systems (NCS) [2, 3, 4], a
control system closed by a communication network, in the presence of the aforementioned network constraints.

In general, in a CPS, a digital packet switched communication network is employed to transmit the feedback data
between the system and the controller or between different subsystems. A fixed transmission frequency or interval
is utilized to facilitate reliable information exchange among the different components of a control system as per the
Shannon’s sampling frequency [2, 3, 4, 5]. Thus, the feedback information is transmitted from the sensors to con-
troller and the control actions from the controller to actuation mechanism, typically, at a predetermined transmission
rate irrespective of the dynamic operating conditions of the system. However, when the network is constrained by
limited bandwidth, such periodic transmissions of the signals poses a great challenge and increases operational costs.
To alleviate this problem, an alternate framework, referred to as the event-triggered control [6, 7, 8], was proposed
in the literature. The key rationale behind the event-triggered control framework is to dynamically decide the time
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instants for transmitting signals between sensors, controllers, and actuators in the feedback control loop without
sacrificing the stability and performance of the system. In the past decade, there have been significant efforts in the
development of different event-triggered control schemes for linear and nonlinear systems [6, 7] in the presence of
delays and packet losses [8] when an accurate model of the system is available [9] or when the system models are
uncertain/unknown [10].

On the other hand, optimal control theory [11] offers tools for designing control policies for physical systems
that help minimize the cost associated with a given control objective defined via a suitable performance index.
Moreover, reinforcement learning (RL) techniques such as adaptive dynamic programming [12] have been inves-
tigated extensively in the literature [13, 14, 15] to synthesize forward-in time and online near optimal solution to
an optimal control problem. These ADP/RL approaches integrates tools from adaptive control theory [16], optimal
control [11], and RL [12] to obtain data-driven (approximate) solutions to optimal control problems when the sys-
tem models are uncertain/unknown. Among the many learning ADP approaches that are available in the literature,
model-free Q-learning [17] and actor-critic neural networks [12] for linear and nonlinear systems, respectively, are
the most commonly used. While these approaches can be implemented even when the system model is unknown,
typically, they perform a computationally intensive value/policy iterations to update the parameters in the learning
mechanism. The authors in [3, 4] presented a time-based Q-learning approach to reduce the required iterations for
learning by using the time history of the temporal difference (TD) or Bellman error to estimate the Q-function. In all
the aforementioned schemes [3, 4], the control system operated under a fixed sampling/transmission rate to sample
and transmit information in the control feedback loop, necessitating a large network bandwidth. Also, such a peri-
odic communication protocol aggravates, and often induces, the network losses by increasing the delays and packet
drop-outs.

As a result, event-sampled optimal control design methodologies with known and unknown dynamics are criti-
cally important to handle these challenges. In this context, event-driven ADP approaches have been proposed in the
literature for linear, nonlinear, and interconnected dynamical systems [10, 18]. Furthermore, the design of a stochas-
tic optimal controller using ADP for nonlinear NCS with uncertain dynamics was presented in [19]. To accelerate the
learning, more recently, a hybrid Q-learning approach for linear NCS, which embeds time-varying event-dependent
iterations in the learning mechanism was also introduced [20, 21]. Although, the hybrid approach accelerate the
learning it increases the computation.

In this paper, we focus on an optimal adaptive regulator, introduced in [22], via Q-learning for an NCS that is
modeled as an uncertain continuous-time system governed by linear dynamics in the presence of the packet losses
and time-varying delays with event sampled input and state vector. In particular, we investigate the Q-learning-based
control methodology for an NCS wherein the system state vector and control inputs are available to the controller
and the actuator, respectively, at event sampled instants to design stochastic optimal regulators without relying on
the knowledge of an accurate model representing the system dynamics. In contrast to traditional event-triggered
control [7] or the Lyapunov based event-triggering scheme in [20], here, the events are designed using an adaptive
event sampling condition which facilitates the learning mechanism to estimate the Q-function parameters while
retaining the advantages of the traditional event-triggered control methodology in terms of its superior resource
saving features. We also derive sufficient conditions to ensure a non-trivial inter-sample times and closed loop
stability of the control system.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief background of NCS and
formulate the problem considered here. The event-based Q-learning is presented in Section 3 followed by simulation
results in Section 4. We include conclusions and future outlook in Section 5.

2 NCS Reformulation and Problem Statement
2.1 NCS Reformulation and Background

We consider an NCS represented by linear time-invariant (LTI) control system that evolves continuously with time.
The feedback loop is assumed to be closed via a communication channel, which induces time-varying delays and
packet losses. The dynamics of such an NCS is represented by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t)+α(t)Bu(t− τ(t)), x(0) = x0, (6)
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where u(t)∈ℜm and x(t)∈ℜn are the control input and system state vectors, respectively, and the matrices A∈ℜn×n

and B ∈ℜn×m, model the time-invariant system and input dynamics, respectively. We assume that these matrices are
uncertain/not accurately known. The random time delay τ(t) = τsc(t)+τca(t), is composed of mutually independent
delays τsc(t) and τca(t) from the sensors to the controller (S-C) and the controller to the actuator (C-A) channels,
respectively. The random packet losses introduced by the communication channel is modeled via an indicator α(t) =
αsc(t)αca(t) defined as

α(t) =

{
1, packet received at t;
0, packet lost at t.

(7)

where the packet loss indicators αca(t) and αsc(t) corresponds to the C-A and the S-C channel. It is assumed that the
random packet losses in both the channels are independent. Additionally, the design and analysis presented in this
paper involve the following assumptions.

Assumption 1. (i) The matrix pair (A,B) renders the system in (6) controllable. The order of the system is known,
and further, the states are measurable; and (ii) The initial conditions of the system states are deterministic and the
matrix modeling the input dynamics B is bounded and satisfies ‖B‖ ≤ Bmax, with a known constant bound Bmax.

Plant
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Controller
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BuAxx 
Triggering 
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Actuator 
with ZOH
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Figure 1: Proposed event-triggered NCS.

The NCS control architecture considered in this work is represented as a block diagram in Fig. 1. Note that
because the control feedback loop is closed via a packet switch communication network, we naturally consider the
implementation of the controller in a sampled data frame work. In this context, the system states are sampled by
the sensor at time instants kTs, where k ∈ N with a fixed sampling period Ts. These measurements and the control
input are transmitted between different components in the control loop at event-triggering instants (to be designed),
and between successive events they remain constant (held via a zero-order hold mechanism). To make the design
tractable in the presence of network losses, we assume that the following standard properties of the communication
network and the system hold true [5].

Assumption 2. [5] (i) The time varying random delays at the kth time instant, introduced in the communication
channel, are bounded and satisfy τk

sc ≤ ∆s and τk
ca ≤ dTs. The skew between the sensor ad the controller sampling

instants is denoted by ∆s < Ts and the delay bound d > 0 is an integer. Further, the time varying delays τk
ca and τk

sc
are independent and the distribution is known; (ii) The random packet losses αk

ca and αk
sc are assumed to be i.i.d

processes following the Bernoulli distribution with P(αk = 1) = P(αk
sc = 1)P(αk

ca = 1) = αp, where the probability
operator is denoted by P(·).

As the C-A channel delay τk
ca is bounded by the positive integer d (Assumption 2 (i)), there may be a maximum

of d +1 control inputs available at the actuator in the interval [kTs,(k+1)Ts], without any packet loss, i.e., αk = 1.
The latest control input is applied to the system and held using a the ZOH till the next is available at time kTs + tk

l
where tk

l , l = 0,1,2, · · · ,d is the time after kTs satisfying tk
l > tk

l+1 and tk
−1 = Ts and T k

d = 0, as shown in Fig. 2.
By integrating the system dynamics in (6) in the time interval [k, k+ 1] [5], the discrete time dynamics can be

expressed as

xk+1 = Asxk +
d

∑
l=0

αk−lBk
l uk−l, (8)
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Figure 2: Feedback data transmission under time-varying delay.

where xk = x(kTs), As = eATs , Bk
l =

∫ tk
l−1

tk
l

eA(Ts−τ)dτB with tk
−1 = Ts and tk

d = 0.

Defining the augmented state zk = [xT
k uT

k−1 · · · uT
k−d ]

T ∈ℜn+dm, the system in (8) can be reformulated as

zk+1 = Aτ,α
k zk +Bτ,α

k uk (9)

where Aτ,α
k ∈ ℜ(n+dm)×(n+dm), Bτ,α

k ∈ ℜ(n+dm)×m, defined as Aτ,α
k =



As αk−1Bk
1 · · · αk−lBk

l · · · αk−d̄Bk
d̄

0 0 · · · · · · · · · 0
0 Im 0 · · · · · · 0
... 0 Im 0 · · · 0
...

... 0
. . . · · ·

...
0 0 · · · · · · Im 0



and Bτ,α
k =



αkBk
0

Im

0
...
0
0


, are stochastic time varying system matrices. The augmented system matrices Aτ,α

k and Bτ,α
k

are stochastic and time-varying. The integer d is selected such that the pair (Aτ,α
k , Bτ,α

k ) [4] is controllable. From
Assumption 2 (a) it is clear that ‖Bz,k‖ ≤ Bz,max where Bz,max > 0 a known constant.

The objective is design an optimal control policy by minimizing the infinite horizon stochastic performance
index given by

J(x0) = E
τ,α

{
∞

∑
k=0

(
xT

k Hxk +uT
k Ruk

)}
(10)

where the user defined penalty matrices H ∈ Rn×n and R ∈ Rm×m are positive definite. The operator E
τ,α
{�} is the

expected value of (·). The performance index for the augmented NCS (9) can be redefined as

J (zk) = E
τ,α

{
∞

∑
j=k

r(z j,u j)

∣∣∣∣∣zk

}
(11)

where r(zk,uk) = zT
k Hzzk+uT

k Rzuk with Hz = diag{H,R/(d+1), · · · ,R/(d+1)}, Rz =R/(d+1) are positive definite
matrices. A stochastic Q-learning based scheme [4] with periodic state information can be employed to compute the
optimal control policy and presented below for completeness.

The stochastic the Q-function or action dependent value function using the performance index (11) can be written
as

Q(zk,uk) = E
τ,α
{(r(zk,uk)+V ∗(zk+1))|zk} (12)

where Q(zk,uk) is the Q-function and V ∗(zk+1) is the optimal cost for k + 1 onward. Since, the optimal value is
quadratic, we have V ∗(zk+1) = E

τ,α
{zT

k+1Sk+1zk+1}. Substituting V ∗(zk+1) in (12), we have Q(zk,uk) = E
τ,α
{zT

k Pzzk +

uT
k Rzuk + zT

k+1Sk+1zk+1}.
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Along the system dynamics (9), the Q-function can be expressed in a compact form as

Q(zk,uk) = E
τ,α
{[zT

k uT
k ]Ḡk[zT

k uT
k ]

T}= E
τ,α
{wT

k Ḡkwk},∀k (13)

where Ḡk =

[
Ḡzz

k Ḡzu
k

Ḡuz
k Ḡuu

k

]
=

Hz + E
τ,α
{Aτ,αT

k Sk+1Aτ,α
k } E

τ,α
{Aτ,αT

k Sk+1Bτ,α
k }

E
τ,α
{Bτ,αT

k Sk+1Aτ,α
k } Rz + E

τ,α
{Bτ,αT

k Sk+1Bτ,α
k }

 and wk = [zT
k uT

k ]
T ∈ℜl1

mn with

n+(d +1)m = l1
mn.

The optimal Q-function Q∗(zk,u∗k) is equals the optimal value function V ∗(zk) when uk = u∗k , i.e., E
τ,α
{Q∗(zk,u∗k)}=

E
τ,α
{V ∗(zk)}. Therefore, the optimal control policy with gain K∗k can be written as

u∗k = K∗k zk (14)

where K∗k = (Ḡuu
k )−1Ḡuz

k . By estimating the Ḡk matrix with the periodic state and input information the control policy
can be computed. Traditionally, the (13) is represented in a parametric form and estimated using adaptive control
technique using the following standard trivial assumption.

Assumption 3. The Q-function parameters vary slowly with time. Further, Q(zk,uk) can be represented in a linear
in the unknown parameters form.

However, to reduce the transmission and computation using the event-sampled control approach the NCS state
and control policy is not available in a periodic manner. The problem of estimation and control in an event-sampled
system frame work is presented next.

2.2 Problem Statement

In an event-sampled control framework for the NCS, the periodic sampled state is evaluated by a triggering mech-
anism at each k whether to transmit or not. Define the transmission/sampling instants {ki}∞

i=0, a sub-sequence of
k ∈ N with k0 = 0. The trigger mechanism employs a state dependent condition (discussed later) to determine the
transmission instants ki, ∀i = 1,2, · · · as shown in Fig. 1.

The NCS state at the skewed controller time instants is given by

xc
k = xki , ki ≤ k < ki+1, i = 1,2, · · · . (15)

where xc
k is the event-sampled state received at the controller.

Remark 1. The event-sampling (triggering) mechanism shown in Fig. 1 equipped with a mirror Q-function estimator
to evaluate the event condition (presented later). Since, the delay τk

sc < ∆s, the NCS state information at the mirror
estimator and the controller are same and both operates in synchronism.

The state vector zs
k at the event-sampling instants can be formed by storing and augmenting sampled states as

zs
k = zki , ki ≤ k < ki+1,∀i = 1,2, · · · , where zki = [xT

ki
uT

ki−1
uT

ki−2
· · · uT

ki−d̄
]
T

, ∀i = 1,2, · · · . The error introduced
in the reformulated NCS state by the event-sampled transmission referred to as event-sampling state error is given
by

eET,k = zk− zs
k, ki ≤ k < ki+1,∀i = 1,2, · · · . (16)

Note that the error eET,k resets to zero once the new state information is arrived at the controller.
The optimal control input (14) with event sampled state vector zs

k introduces error in the control policy, which
may lead to instability. Further, the event-sampled state error eET,k also drives the Bellman error used for estimat-
ing the Q-function parameters, which may affect the Q-function parameter estimation accuracy. This requires a
trade-off between the number of sampling instances and control performance. Alternatively, unlike the traditional
event-triggering conditions [7], the sampling condition must be driven by the Q-function parameter estimation error.
Further, to update the Q-function parameters with updated state information, which are available at the aperiodic
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sampling instants only, the parameter update law must only be executed at the event-sampling instants. Although,
it is clear that the frequency of parameter updates will reduce due to the event-based execution when compared
to discrete time adaptive control approaches, it may affect the estimation accuracy. Since the event-sampling er-
ror orchestrates the stability and Q-function parameter estimation, we refer the proposed approach as event-driven
adaptive dynamic programming (E-ADP).

3 E-ADP using Q-learning

In this section, we present the event-based estimation of the Q-function to compute the near optimal control gain
using the aperiodic state information received and stored at the controller. An event-sampling (triggering) condition is
introduced to determine the sampling and transmission instants, which is derived using the Lyapunov based stability
analysis.

The Q-function (13) in the vector form can be represented as

Q(zk,uk) = E
τ,α
{ḡT

k ξk},∀k (17)

where ḡk = vec(Ḡk) ∈ℜ
l1
g with l1

g = (l1
mn)

2, vec(·) is the vectorization operator on matrix, and ξk = wk⊗wk ∈ℜ
l1
g is

the quadratic polynomial regression vector with ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product.
The estimated value of the stochastic Q-function can be expressed as

Q̂(zk,uk) = E
τ,α
{wT

k
ˆ̄Gkwk}= E

τ,α
{ ˆ̄gT

k ξk} (18)

where ˆ̄Gk =

[
ˆ̄Gzz

k
ˆ̄Gzu

k
ˆ̄Guz

k
ˆ̄Guu

k

]
is the estimates of Ḡ and ˆ̄gk ∈ℜ

l1
g is the vector form of ˆ̄Gk.

By Bellman principle of optimality, using the parametric form (17), the value function satisfies 0= E
τ,α
{r(zk,uk)+

ḡT
k ∆ξk}, where ∆ξk = ξk+1−ξk. The Bellman or temporal difference (TD) error with the estimated Q-function (18)

can be expressed as eV,k = E
τ,α
{r(zk,uk)+ ˆ̄gT

k ∆ξk}.
The estimation of the Q-function in a parametric form (18) with event sampled state vector zs

k and event-sampled
control policy ue,k is rewritten as

Q̂(zs
k,ue,k) = E

τ,α
{ŵT

k
ˆ̄Gkŵk}= E

τ,α
{ ˆ̄gT

k ξ̂k},ki ≤ k < ki+1, ∀i = 1,2, · · · (19)

where ξ̂k = ŵk⊗ ŵk is the event sampled regression vector with ŵk = [zsT

k uT
e,k]

T
. The event sampled Bellman error

by using (19) becomes
eV,k = E

τ,α
{r(zs

k,ue,k)+ ˆ̄gT
k ∆ξ̂k},ki ≤ k < ki+1,∀i = 1,2, · · · . (20)

The Bellman error (20) at the event sampled instants ki with updated state and control policy information
((eET,k = 0) ) becomes

eV,k = E
τ,α
{r(zk,uk)}+ ˆ̄gT

k ∆ξk, k = ki,∀i = 1,2, · · · . (21)

An augmented Bellman error, to accelerate the parameter estimation, using the time history can be written as

EV,k = Πk + ˆ̄gT
k Zk, k = ki,∀i = 1,2, · · · (22)

where Πk = [ E
τ,α
{r(zki ,uki)} E

τ,α
{r(zki−1 ,uki−1)} · · · E

τ,α
{r(zki−1−v,uki−1−v)}]∈ℜ1×v and Zk = [∆ξki

∆ξki−1
· · · ∆ξki−1−v

],

Zk ∈ℜl1
g×v. Note that the convergence of EV,k to the origin guarantees the convergence ofeV,k. Further, it is observed

heuristically that the length of the history v determines the convergence rate and can be determined by designer
experience.
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The Q-function parameter update law to drive the Bellman error to zero can be selected from the Lyapunov
analysis as

ˆ̄gk =

{
ˆ̄gk−1−

(
αV Zk−1ET

V,k−1/
∥∥I +ZT

k−1Zk−1
∥∥ ) , k = ki,

ˆ̄gk−1, ki−1 < k < ki,
(23)

where αV > 0 is the adaptive gain parameter. The parameter update law (23) is executed only at the aperiodic
sampling instants, which reduces the computation and communication when compared to a periodic counter parts.

Remark 2. The computation of the regression matrix Zki−1 in (22) requires the augmented state zki and zki−1. The
received state vectors, xkiand xki−1 at the controller is stored to form the augmented state vectors in future instants.

Remark 3. The persistency of the excitation (PE) condition [16] is necessary for the regression matrix Zk to ensure
the convergence of Q-function parameter estimation error ˜̄gk to the origin. A PE like condition can be ensured by
adding an exploration noise to the control input [3].

By using the estimated Q-function parameters, the event sampled estimated control policy can be expressed as

ue,k =−K̂kzs
k, ki ≤ k < ki+1,∀i = 1,2, · · · (24)

where K̂k = ( ˆ̄Guu
k )
−1 ˆ̄Guz

k with ˆ̄Guz
k and ˆ̄Guu

k defined in (14).
The closed-loop dynamics of the event sampled system by using (9) and (24) is given by

zk+1 = Aτ,α
k zk−Bτ,α

k K̂kzk +Bτ,α
k K̂keET,k, ki ≤ k < ki+1. (25)

To ensure that the the estimated near-optimal control policy (24) retains the stability of the NCS, we introduce
the following adaptive event-sampling (triggering) condition. The NCS states are transmitted when the condition

‖eET,k‖ ≤ σET,k ‖zk‖ (26)

is violated where σET,k =
√

α (1−3κ)/(ε +3B2
z,max

∥∥K̂k
∥∥2
) is the adaptive threshold coefficient , 0 < α < 1, and K̂k

is defined in (24). The constant κ satisfies
∥∥∥∥ E

τ,α
{Az,kzk +Bz,ku∗p,k}

∥∥∥∥2

≤ κ‖zk‖2 and ε > 0 is a small constant. Further,

it was shown using Lyapunov stability analysis that 0 < κ < 1/3 will ensure asymptotic stability in the mean of the
event sampled system, presented in the next theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system dynamics (9), Q-function estimator (18) and controller (24) with parameter
update law (23). Let the Assumptions 1 and 2 hold, the regression vector, ξk, satisfies the PE condition, and ˆ̄g0 ∈Ωg.
Given an initial admissible control policy u0 ∈ Ωu ⊂ ℜm and adaptive gain parameter satisfying 0 < αV < 2, the
closed-loop event sampled system (26) is asymptotically stable in the mean as ki→ ∞. In addition, the control input
ue,k→ u∗e,k as ki→ ∞ or alternatively, k→ ∞.

Remark 4. Note that the Q-function parameters and the control policy are updated at the event-sampling instants
and held during the inter-sample times. This may lead to situation where the Lyapunov function may not decrease
monotonically for all time instants k [8]. Therefore, the asymptotic stability in the mean [23] for the closed-loop
system (25) is shown by considering a single Lyapunov function candidate, Lk, for both k = ki and ki ≤ k < ki+1,
and the existence of a piecewise continuous function h(k) ∈ ℜ+, such that hk ≥ Lk and lim

k→∞

hk = 0, k ∈ N hold, as

illustrated in Figure 3.

The event sampling condition is evaluated at every time instants k with a fixed sensor sampling time Ts. There-
fore, the minimum time between two consecutive event sampled instants is Ts. Alternatively, δkmin = min

i∈N
{ki+1−

ki}= 1. A condition to achieve the non-trivial inter-sample times i.e., δki = ki+1−ki > 1, to save the communication
and computational load, is presented next.
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Figure 3: Lyapunov function upper bounded by a monotonically decreasing function during the event-sampling
instants and inter-sample times.

Corollary 3.2. Consider the NCS (9) with the Q-function estimator (18) and the state feedback controller (24). Then
closed-loop event sampled system (25) is asymptotically stable in the mean with the event sampling condition given
by

‖eET,k‖ ≤ (σET,k/(1+σET,k ))‖zs
k‖ . (27)

We will use the results of the corollary to show the non-trivial triggering time and reduction in computation in
the following theorem.

Theorem 3.3. Given the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 with the event sampling condition (27), the inter-sample times
δki = ki+1−ki implicitly defined by (27) satisfies δki ≥ ln(1+(1/Mi )(F−1)σi)/ln(F) , ∀i = 1,2, · · · , where σi =
σET,ki/(1+σET,ki) for the ith inter-sample time. Further, F =

√
µ +Bz,maxK∗max and Mi = (

√
µ +Bz,max

∥∥K̃ki

∥∥+1)
with K∗max is the maximum value of the optimal control gain matrix. Further the inter-sample times δki become
non-trivial when σi/Mi > 1.

Remark 5. The function Mi and the threshold coefficient σET,ki depend on the control gain estimation error K̃k via the
relation K̃k = K∗k − K̂k. Hence, the inter-sample times δki are a function of K̃kor ˜̄gk. It is clear that the convergence of
˜̄gk close to zero, as proven Theorem 3.1, will satisfy the non-triviality condition. This further implies that the number
of triggers will depend on the initial Q-function parameters and the adaptive learning gains.

4 Simulation Results

In this section, we present the numerical results to validate analytical design using the batch reactor example. The
linear continuous-time dynamics of the batch reactor is give as

ẋ =


1.38 −0.2077 6.715 −5.676
−0.5814 −4.29 0 0.675

1.067 4.273 −6.654 5.893
0.048 4.273 1.343 −2.104

x+


0 0

5.679 0
1.136 −3.146
1.136 0

u. (28)

The parameters used for the numerical experiment are presented next. Initial values of the augmented states are
z0 =

[
0.2 1 −3 0.5

]T and initial values of the Q-function parameters ˆ̄g0 are chosen randomly in the interval
[0 , 1]. The delay bound d̄ = 2 with a mean value of 12.5 ms, as shown in Figure 3 (a). The packet loss α generated
randomly from Bernoulli distribution with p = 0.8, as shown in Figure 3 (b). The periodic sampling time Ts = 0.01
sec and the event-based sampling is determined using (26). A penalty matrices of the cost function (11) were Pz =
10−3I8×8 and Rz = 10−3I2×2 where I is the identity matrix. The learning gains are αV = 0.05, Γ= 0.99, and κ = 0.25.
A Monte Carlo simulation is run for 25 sec or 2500 sampled instants.
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Figure 4: Distribution of (a) delays; and (b) packet losses.

The simulation results are compiled in Figures 4 to 6. The estimated optimal control policy, shown in 5 (b),
under the influence of the random delays, packet losses and uncertain system dynamics, regulated the state vector to
zero and shown in Figure 5 (a). The aperiodic Q-function parameter update laws guaranteed the convergence of the
event-sampled Bellman error to zero as shown in Figure 5 (c). This implies that the estimated Q-function parameters
converged to their optimal values before the system states converge to zero.

Figure 5: Convergence of: (a) closed-loop state vector; (b) event sampled optimal control policy; and (c) event
sampled Bellman error

From the resource saving perspective, the reduction in computation and communication is clearly visible from
the inter-event time plot in Figure 6 (b). The inter-sampling times are represented by the vertical lines and the
minimum inter-sample-time observed during the simulation is 0.01 sec, which is equal to the sensor sampling time.
It is to note that inter-sample times increased as the Q-function parameters converged close to the optimal values.
Further, Figure 6 (a) shows the evolution of the the event-sampling state error and the threshold.

The mean value of the number of transmission/sampling during the simulation experiment was found to be 853
as shown in Figure 7 (a). This implies a significant reduction in transmission and computation. Figure 7 (b) depicts
the bandwidth usage, assuming a packet size of 8 bit data, when compared with traditional periodic transmission
schemes. It is clear that data rate is high during the initial estimation phase, which is closer to the traditional periodic
transmission counter part. With the convergence of the Q-function parameter estimation errors the data rate also
reduced significantly implying lesser bandwidth usage.

5 Conclusions and Future Outlook
In this letter, we proposed an event-sampled adaptive Q-learning to design an optimal controller for an NCS. The
event-sampled controller under the time-varying delays and random packet losses regulated the system states to the
origin with lesser number of transmission and computation. The event-sampling (triggering) condition was observed
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Figure 6: Evolution of (a) the threshold and event sampling error; and (b) inter-sample times.

Figure 7: Comparison of the: (a) cumulative number of events with sampled instants; and (b) data rate between
periodic and event-triggered system.

to be adaptive in nature and gets updated with the updated Q-function parameters. This generated the required num-
ber of transmissions for estimation of the Q-function. The aperiodic Q-function parameter tuning law regulated the
state and parameter estimation errors to zero in the mean square. The numerical results with the batch reactor exam-
ple corroborated the analytical designs from both the transmission and computation saving perspective. There are
several other challenges one must account while developing the feedback control for CPS, such as adversarial attacks
on the sensors, controllers, and communication network. Further, the communication becomes more challenging in
a multi-agent CPS scenario and is an interesting area of future research.
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